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Research statement
How to investigate Arti cial Intelligence (AI) and digitisation from the point of view of STS
Source: Shneiderman, 2021

• Digitisation in society at large: a ecting citizens, companies, governments,

“Understanding how people live and work with AI technologies,
how interactions with AI are being designed and developed and how
it changes perceptions of their surroundings are crucial steps in
understanding digitisation in general - and AI in particular”
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Source: BBC
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science
Public sector and public life through interfaces of digital devices
These are increasingly based on hidden algorithms
Social values such as privacy, autonomy and fairness under pressure
Values themselves change as a consequence of digitisation and AI
Understanding data (science) practices to see if and how values are
embedded
Role for STS and grounded research:
• a) how are humans put ‘in the loop’ and what that means for trust in
data-driven and AI-based systems?
• b) how do instances of AI a ect democratic processes & values such
as privacy, autonomy and skill, as well as self-worth on the long run?

Research line 1: The politics and practices of
arti cial intelligence in the public sector
Research Questions
• How are decision-making algorithms constructed and implemented
in the public sector
• How are values such as fairness, privacy or transparency inscribed
in decision-making algorithms in the public sector, if at all?
Theoretical departure points
• Information theory (Floridi), Information Systems & eGov (Misuraca, Mehr,
van Veenstra, Janssen), STS infrastructure (Bowker & Star, Grommé,
Pelizza, Rupert), Value-Sensitive Design (van der Poel), Technology
Assessment (Rip), Impact Assessment
• Need for new theory on AI, based on STS & empirical studies (beyond
ethics)
Proposed methods
• Policylab approach: multi-stakeholder deliberation workshops on AI
systems’ goals, features and dat
• In-depth interviews and participatory observations through case
studies of AI use in the public sector
Possible outcomes
• Journal articles, edited volume(s) in AI use in the public secto
• Policy briefs and methodology development based on lessons learnt
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Connects to IRS axe PROCESSUS DÉCISIONNELS ET GOUVERNANCE

Related work to the research line:

Research line 2: Privacy & surveillance in an automated world
Research Questions
• How to (re)think surveillance theories in a world in which we are being
read and classi ed automatically?
• How are conceptions and regulations on privacy changing due to novel
ways in which we interact (and build trust) with our increasingly smart
environments?
Theoretical departure points
• Participatory surveillance (Deleuze, Albrechtslund, Ball), privacy and
data protection (de Hert, Koops, Galic), urban geography (Kitchin), user
studies and interaction design (Ishii, Dourish, Oudshoorn, Wyatt,
Sampsa-Hyssalo), inclusion and accessibility (van Dijk, Crawford
• We need to rethink the concept of script (Akrich, Latour) & the role of
users
Proposed methods
• STS informed user studies, script analysis and code studies to understand
AI-based artefact
• Participatory ‘by design’ methods to engage citizens and designers with the
way they make and interact with their smart devices and environments
Possible outcomes
• Novel methodology / approach to citizen engagement and surveillanc
• Edited volume on script and user studies in ST
• Publications on data-driven surveillance

Related work to the research line:
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Connects to IRS axe PROCESSUS DÉCISIONNELS ET GOUVERNANCE & FORMES, PROFESSIONS, PRATIQUES
ET POLITIQUES DE LA CULTURE ET DE LA COMMUNICATION

Other potential research lines
• Niches, pro les and information overload: the role of * *
automation in archiving and disclosing knowledge and
cultural content

• Computer says predicts no: understanding technical and *
social concepts of transparency, explainability and fairness
in AI and how they treat di erent users di erently

• Cybersecurity, online practices and regulation: how are * *
control and freedom enacted in online communities (github,
reddit)? how do state actors build cybersecurity resilience
through engaging with such online communities?
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*Connects to IRS axe PROCESSUS DÉCISIONNELS ET GOUVERNANCE
*Connects to IRS axe FORMES, PROFESSIONS, PRATIQUES
ET POLITIQUES DE LA CULTURE ET DE LA COMMUNICATION

Timan & Gromme, 2020

Teaching statement
• Guiding students in connecting

theoretical insights and practical
research tools and methods;

• Helping them relate conceptual

frameworks to their own research
question(s);

• Inviting them to experiment with

qualitative methods and quantitative
analysis such as ‘small’ data driven
tools (e.g. network analysis).

Syllabus “introduction to STS” - Learning objectives
Content goals

• Understanding complex interactions between science, technology and
•
•
•

society;
Exploring how scienti c facts and technological artefacts are
constructed
Becoming familiar with the ways in which science and technology
transform our lifeworld and how they mutually shape each other;
Gaining the ability to grasp and contextualise debates and
controversies in science & technology
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Know-how
• Ability to synthesise and summarise scienti c articles and connect
concepts, theories and empirical cases;
• Gaining experience in presenting and leading a discussion in a large
group;
• Experience with working in a group, setting up a research plan &
delivering a nal result;
• Experimenting with presenting academic research in engaging formats
(such as a podcast or a video).

Source:How Sustained Silent Reading Keeps Students
Curious and Engaged | EdSurge News

Syllabus “introduction to STS” - Weekly themes
• Week 1: How to understand science and technology in society ? An introduction to STS
• Week 2: How do people make facts? Sociology of science & sociology of scienti c knowledge
• Week 3: How to study science ‘in action’?

General intro: what is STS?
How to think about
facts and scienti c processes?
Lab studies / researching researchers

• Week 4: Is science neutral and impartial? The objectivity question in science

How and who is claiming
objectivity?

• Week 5: How to look at the role of technology in science and society?

Role of technology in
how we understand the world
Actor Networks &
Script analysis

• Week 6: How can we think with things?
•

Week 7: Who is to blame when things go wrong? Risk management in science and technology

Risk society &
accountability

• Week 8: Who are you to say? Lay and expert knowledge & public understanding of science

Science beyond the lab

•

Knowledge classi cation
& representation

Week 9: What if algorithm says no? Digitisation in and of science, technology and society

Role of STS
in post-truth debates
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• Week 10: ‘Liking’ facts? Science and technology a in post-truth world

Syllabus “introduction to STS” - Course organisation
Course outline and activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 weeks, 4 hours per week, addressing 1 key question in STS each week
Students work both individually and in groups (3 to 4)
2 hours lecture on key question; 2 hours of tutorial to delve deeper into the week’s topic
Student-led tutorial ( ipped classroom): 1 hour of discussion on texts; 1 hour of project work
Group presentation for a tutorial (1 time): preparation and debate 2 empirical cases around key weekly theme
Group project (10 weeks): develop a research project on a scienti c or technological controversy
Aim: is to connect lecture insights and tutorial papers with the project and to nd a compelling form of communication (video/ podcast)
Examination and grading on both individual (exam) and group level ( nal presentation)

Lecture 1:
Lecture N:
Intro in
Week’s
organisation
subject
& subject
Tutorial 1:
Tutorial N:
Group formation
Group presentation
Choice of subject
Project work

Tutorial 6:
Group presentation
Midterm eval of projects

Final exam

Tutorial:
presentation
of nal
projects

Week
5

6
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Syllabus “introduction to STS” - Grading
Individual work
Prepare for lectures by reading 2
texts per week
Participate in the tutorial
discussions
Final exam

•
•
•

•
•
•

Group work
Prepare a tutorial presentation
based on 2 texts
Conduct research project around
a scienti c / technological
controversy
Produce research output (video,
podcast, website)
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Total grade
Individual participation 10%
Group presentation tutorial 15%
Group research project 40%
Final exam 35%

Teaching: other potential courses to develop (1)
Surveillance in a connected world: participation and
regulation of smart environments
Learning objectives
• Understanding basic surveillance theories
• Re ecting on the role of technology in surveillance practices
Course setup
• Re ection on theories of privacy and surveillance
• Case study approach: students will connect surveillance
theories to a current technology or application that hinges
between surveillance and participation
• Through script analysis students will ‘reverse engineer’ choices
made in the interface
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Evaluation
• A report or paper on surveillance theories
• A re ection on the the researched case

Teaching: other potential courses to develop (2)
User studies and platform studies: a course in o - and online
methods of inquiry into code and interfaces
Learning objectives
• Experimenting with Digital Research Methods (DRM)
• Re ecting on how Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and STS
conceive users and how that relates to DRM
Course setup
• ‘Tool time’ - using digital methods in online platforms to
investigate digitally native objects
• Critical reading / overview of HCI and STS user study
approaches
Evaluation
• Individual projects via one digital method or tool
• Re ection piece on how to research digitally native objects in
relation to user studies, user representations and platforms
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Teaching: other potential courses to develop (3)
How and who is evaluating our e orts? Policy evaluation
approaches in science and technology development
Learning Objectives
• Deepening the understanding of the role of policy in science
and technology development
• Learning the basics of impact assessment as one form of
science evaluation
Course setup
• Analysing large scale science and technology projects
• Applying impact assessment methods and connected
indicators
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Evaluation
• Through ‘evaluating the evaluators’ students will write an
impact assessment report for a (hypothetical) ministry
• Research note on IA and science policy

Possible external collaborations and network
• Academic networks (4S, EASST, SSN, eGov-Cedem, CPDP, Reggov,
EuSPRI, FAccT) and the labs & researchers that I have worked with
(STePS, TILT, TPM, DesignLab in NL, CRISP & OII in UK, Frauenhofer
ISI & KIT in Germany, CitiP, LSTS in Belgium, Science & Technology
Studies group Aarhus and the Danish Board of Technology in
Denmark)

• Making new connections internally (University of Geneva) and close

by in Switzerland (for example Nicolas Nova on STS & ICTs, Francisco
Klauser on surveillance studies, UZH Digital Society Initiative)

• EU programs on AI in the public sector (JRC’s AI watch, STOA)
• Dissemination and networks through membership or advisory boards

of current h2020 projects (DIH4EU, PolicyCloud, AI4EU, DAIRO/BDVA)

• Engaging with civil society groups (such as Algowatch, Bits of
Freedom, HumanRightsWatch)

• Connecting to companies and startups in data and AI (such as
Dawex in France or Siemens in Germany)

Thank you for your attention

Additional slide: recent work (since end 2020)
New Publications
• Steen, M., Timan, T., Van de Poel, I. (Under review, submitted January 2021). Responsible Innovation, Anticipation and Responsiveness: Case
studies of Algorithms in Decision Support in Justice and Security, and an Exploration of Potential, Unintended, Undesirable, Higher-order E ects.
AI and Ethics. AI & Society
• Georgieva, I., Lazo, C. & Timan, T. (Under review). From AI Ethics Principles to Data Science Practice: A re ection and a gap analysis based on
recent frameworks and practical experience. Ethics and Information technology.
• Steen, M. an Diggelen, J., van der Stap, N. & Timan, T. (Under review). Meaningful Human Control and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in a military
context, explored through four ethical perspectives. Ethics and Information technology
• Van Rest, J.H.C., Attema, T., Timan, T., Den Hollander, R.J.M., Van Voorthuijsen, G.P. (2021) Privacy bescherming bij niet-coöperatieve
Gezichtsherkenning TNO 2021 R10090 (in Dutch, developed for the Dutch Ministry of Justice and Security).
Talks
• AI and impact assessment in the public sector. Lecture for SIRIUS study Association, University of Twente. March 2021. See https://
www.siriusenschede.nl/symposium/guest-speakers/workshops/tno
• Policy challenges for European SME’ developing blockchain solutions. Talk and dat host for the digitalSME - organised summit on blockchain.
October 2020. See https://www.digitalsme.eu/digital-sme-blockchain-summit-2020-europe-is-well-positioned-to-lead-the-global-race-forblockchain-event-report/
Grants (November - March)
• Project grant “eOverdracht” - researching information standards in healthcare for the Dutch Ministry of Public Health. 150.000 Euro
• AI oversight lab: developing methodologies to implement AI ethics with the municipality of Nissenwaard. 300.000 Euro
• Legal engineering and open norms for the Dutch DigiBeter program for the Ministry of Interior A airs. 500.000 Euro.
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Advisory boards and committees
• PolicyCloud h2020 project. Member of the impact advisory board. See https://policycloud.eu/impact-creation-board
• DIH4AI h2020 project. Member of the ethics advisory board. See https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101017057
• Member of Dutch standardisation committee on AI ethics
• Member of NL Dutch AI Coalition with a relation to AI auditing
• Member of the BDVA TF5 privacy preservation in data and AI

Additional slide: insertion in the faculty (research)
In which axes at IRS can I contribute and how?
IRS axe FORMES, PROFESSIONS, PRATIQUES ET POLITIQUES DE LA CULTURE ET DE LA COMMUNICATION
• Through research into cultural heritage and the archive, looking into digital cultural objects and forms of
communication - what they mean in a particular (professional) practice
• Through analysing AI and online pro ling via code- and ‘label’ studies (in part in research line 2)
• Through policy impact assessment methodologies around digital or Ai based public services(research line 1)

IRS axe PROCESSUS DÉCISIONNELS ET GOUVERNANCE

• Through research line 1 on digitisation and AI in the public sector and the role of automated decision-making
• Through research line 2 via surveillance theories and concepts in analysing state/citizens relations
• Through research line 2 in looking at how services and public bodies are understood and experiences through novel
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Digital interfaces
By developing new forms of public value impact assessment and by re ecting on digital forms of citizen participation
and accessibility or inclusion

